Volvo truck ac troubleshooting

Helpful Volvo air conditioning related questions and answers found here, drawn primarily from
threads from the Volvo Forum. Also see MVS posts with the Volvo air conditioning tag. These
do overlap. Do not use the high pressure port that is right up front above the radiator. Instead,
move a couple items out of the way and use the AC low port. Finding this to be not only odd,
but dangerous , I recharged my system on the low side port is underneath the power steering
reservoir. A good forum thread on compressor cycling, recharging and pressureâ€¦ [
Compressor cycling, recharging and pressure ]. Another good How To on recharging the
refrigerant yourself. From Haynes manual: Coolant Capacity: turbo: 7. The best photo
documentation on how to get to the Volvo , S70 and V70 evaporator, period: Changing an
Evaporator Core â€” in Pictures. The only special tool I needed besides a bunch or Torx bits
was the spring coupler set. Volvo Evaporator Replacement: Step-by-Step guide with photos. I
took it to the dealer for a very expensive repair close to dollars and the fix was a fan motor
drawing excessive current. So if you are a DIY, check the fan first or the electronic part that
controls it for any burned or failed components. I would do it if this happens again as I strongly
believe it was the electronics that was likely faulty. Also: Ever weigh your refrigerant? I have a S
I got a and obd. Weird problem that just started today. Any fix? No flashing lights on startup.
Design myth in which he has been leading to our prime divorce ask for, in accordance with your
ex records ingredient somewhat more of the most basic broken marriage of the my good friend
inquiries probably the most testing. Your help will be very much appreciated. I owned a volvo
s40 It will not start, even with a jump-start. Can someone please help me with the diagnosis?
Thanks for any helps. I have an issue to where my defrost never truly shuts completely off when
in floor mood which burns my face up. Have this issue on two different cars actually. I am aware
of the blend door diaphram that leaks and makes the panel vents go to defrost under
acceleration, and repaired several of these any ideas? Hi Guys, I have a C70t. The problem is my
air con gets warm once we reach RPM. The fan stays on ect but the air coming out of the vents
is at 15degree celcius, when the car again goes below RPM the air goes cold again at about 6
degree celcius. The gas lines are dripping with condesation so Im sure that there is plenty of
gas in the lines. You can hear a ticking sound as if a switch or relay is turning on and off at
about 5 second intervals. This sound is heard in the cabin under the dash but more towards or
in the engine compartment or near the firewall. This only occurs above RPM. Any help or advise
would be much appretiated. It registers resistance with power on or off to the ground and live
lead. Is this normal? I have a Volvo V70 and the air conditioner works like for two minutes and
star to hot air. I hope that you can help me. She let it sit for 10 years. I am not mechanically
inclined and unemployed so money is an issue. Do I dare try to do it myself? Orâ€¦ being so old
might it be something different? Thanks for your helpâ€¦. My grandaughter has a Volvo with and
air conditioning problem. If outside is higher it does not cool at all. Compressor runs and has
been recharged. I have a 96 volvo wagon non turbo. The lube ended up leaking under the carpet
on the drivers side floor. Any ideas? Could air conditioning be knocked out of working order by
a side impact crash in my Glt Sedan? What should I look for? How can it be fixed? How much
can I expect to pay to get it fixed? I have a 96 and the ac blows cold when moving but if at a red
light or parked it blows warm air and shortly after staert moving it gets cold again. What to do? I
have a volvo s80 2. I have checked the Regular fuses all seam fine any ideas? The wipers stop
working too and the back wipers works but not stop at the correct position. My other v70 the
back wiper not work after a new battery who I buy at napa start on fire alone and burn part of
cables,also start a message at computer saying need urgent repair at air bag the napa and the
batt. It;s unrespect to the costumers. I have a C70 Volvo that I need to add freon to. Can anyone
tell me where the correct port is and how to add freon safely? It does however blow nice cold air
while on the freeway but nothing at a stop or slow speed. I am fairly mechanical but nothing to
write home about and now have very limited tools. I too have exactly the same problem as Betty
and Ed â€” left side vents do not blow in heated nor cooled air, just ambient. Mechanic at dealer
suggested trying to disconnect the battery to see if it is a faulty vent control element that would
re-program itself when battery is re-connected, otherwise it could be a very expensive fix.
Battery disconnect did not fix it. My xc does the dame thing except the ac blows cooler on
driver and not so cool on passenger. I have a S70 glt and when the climate function knob is in
the defrost position, the recirculate button will not turn on when pushed. The recirculate will
turn on when the function button is in other positions, just not the defrost. I have a S70 model
the heater fan does not work on the first three clicks but works fine on the maximum will a later
model control panel work I am not sure as this car does not have EEC. I am having some
trouble. Again, the passenger side is functioning as it should. Any help? The fitting the holds
the metal hose and the rubber hose together somehow separated and the rubber hose blew out
of the connector. Has anyone ever replaced this before? If so, what is the best way to reconnect
the hose to the condenser and compressor? Any help would be appreciated. Judy, You are

experiencing a very common problem for the The vacuum motors that open and close the vents
leak causing the dash vents to close upon acceleration. You often can remedy this by
disconnecting the yellow vacuum line to the floor vents and putting a golf tee in the line to seal
it. If you own a Volvo you need to visit this site. Good Luckâ€¦. Jerry A. Need specifics on 97
wagon air problems. Comes on at erratic times; does not blow very cold when driving, but
mechanics can get it very cold when the car is sitting at shop; fan area has had rodent
villageâ€”need instr as to how to get to fan. Air cuts out when car accelerates. The air
conditioning of my S80 Volvo car works right for the fisrt hour or so, then the air ceases to flow
inside the car, so no more air conditioning. The strange thing is that I continue to hear the noise
of the device. It seems that simply the air is diverted to other par or stopped from coming into
the car cabin. Any suggestion? Air conditioning is blowing cold and with force at floor, but not
from dash or at windshield. Replaced cabin filter. No change. The air flow control on panel
shows lights coming on when we switch outlet. Any suggestions would be appreciated. I would
be very much obliged if you have it send me photo to confirm if is the correct part. The Drivers
side went from cold to hot and back to cold after putting it back to Any help or
recommendations is greatly appreciated! Thank you! My AC works fine on the passenger side of
the car. I have a V50, the A. Then out of the clear blue, it starts working, and the temp climbs
upto 41 degrees and then all of a sudden it is 88 degrees! The dealership where I live are awful,
so I go into Orlando to get help. Now I am wondering it if it is the coolant that I really need? I
have no faith in the repair people here, everyone wants to make a buck, or maybe Many Bucks!!!
The car is second owner, may have been in an accident, it showed some alignment, and other
clues that may have occurred; it may have been injured on the drivers side. Hence the previous
damage maybe the reason the problem has cropped up. I told them it happened after they
touched the car, now they say oh it is just a part that wore out. Please advise some remedies I
may attempt to save the expense of the replacement parts. Thank you in advance. Suggestions
please?? We have a 09 S When this occurs, one must insert the ignition key turn on and off then
the fan ceases to blow. In addition, unlike most vehicles, after running the AC for long periods
the tell tale puddle of water weeping from the AC system is absence. Any one else experience
this problem? I have an odd problem. If I press the front window defrost then it will come on. I
had the problem with the AC not blowing after 30 minutes of time and not blowing ice cold.
Eventually I just broke down and replaced the clutch. You can get it from anywhere but I one
good place is partsgeek. He put it all the way up to psi. It may actually blow out one of your
hoses or ac unit! My Volvo DL is not working. I have the option of going to a junk yard and
getting the missing piece from junked cars. I supply the labor, the part is cheap. What is the
sequence for testing what is wrong with the ac. It has a window that shows what appears to be
fluid level gas This does not show any liquid in it. I am told that to even start I have to at least
put in a small cannister of gas to see if it leaks. I am told that the input valve is located in the
bottom of the motor. Is this hard to get to for a weekend machanic? Thank youl;. My S simply
will not consistantly cool when its really hot outside, like over 90F. Two different shops maintain
its slow failure of the magnets that engage the clutch and the only fix is changing the
compressor the clutch and compressor are integral on some newer Volvos. Thats going to be
expensive but after research, it appears to be the correct action. What I tried: I tried re-charging.
Some help for a while. I Looked for defective high pressure switch: apparently there is none on
this car and thats just stupid! If there are any other S owners with better advise, let me know.
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TXplease help! Related Posts. Go to mobile version. Each company we work with has specific
experience requirements for their drivers. In order for you to receive the best possible offers,
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Trucking Jobs. Apr 24, 1. I checked the plug going into the Compressor and there is no power to
it. I used a jumper wire and the compressor worked. What and where would i look to find this
problem? Any help would be greatly appreciated. Rustywolf , Apr 24, Name Email Phone Yes, let
employers and TruckersReport text me with new opportunities, job alerts and other career

information to the number I provided. There is no charge for this service, but standard message
and data rates may apply. Apr 24, 2. Most likely its low on need to book some gauges up to
check the pressure if you are real tight with money you can go to autozone and pic up a can that
comes with a gauge and start there. Apr 24, 3. So low on will make it not get power to the
compressor? Apr 24, 4. Yes the pressure switch sends power to energize the relay for the
compressor. It's a safety feature to keep from burning the expensive compressor up due to low
freon. To double check, look by the dryer and you'll see the pressure switch with a two wire
plug in. Run a jumper across it and see if the compressor comes on. Then you need to find the
leak or a charge will leak back down. Usually it's an o-ring at one of the line connections. It's
much easier and better to get it serviced by someone that has the right equipment.
CondoCruiser , Apr 24, Johny41 Thanks this. Apr 24, 5. Great, thank you for your help. Guess i
need to find a person to service it. Apr 24, 6. Apr 25, 7. Yes the light does come on, I checked
the inlet and very low pressure when i pressed it in. Rustywolf , Apr 25, Apr 25, 8. Kansas , Apr
25, Minder Kat Thanks this. Apr 25, 9. May 16, Last edited: May 16, Minder Kat , May 16, Show
Ignored Content. Draft saved Draft deleted. Your username or email address: Do you already
have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? As
we approach the summer months, air conditioner use becomes a daily ritual; discovering that
the AC functions intermittently could be devastating. When an air conditioner begins to fail, the
most common thought is that the AC needs a refrigerant recharge. However, low refrigerant is
not the cause for an AC which intermittently blows cold air. Being a wearable item, the
compressor clutch is slowly being worn away during AC operation. Even when you have the air
conditioner cranked to max, the clutch is still cycling between being engaged and disengaged.
This saves the compressor from constantly running and burning itself out. However, if the
clutch has worn down a significant amount, it will have a hard time reengaging once the friction
contact surface becomes hot. When the AC first begins intermittent failure, it may function
properly for as long as 30 minutes before cutting off. But as the clutch wears further down, this
time span decreases. Depending on how long this problem has existed, the clutch may only
remain engaged for the first few seconds before it slips and disengages the air conditioner. A
quick way to confirm compressor clutch failure is to manually turn the AC on and off. Once the
AC clutch obviously disengages itself and begins blowing warm air, turn off the AC with the
button on the center console. Give the clutch a few minutes to cool down before turning the AC
back on. If the clutch has cooled down enough, it should then reengage without any issues. Do
not fret, because an intermittent AC does not require purchasing an expensive compressor. On
the contrary, it can easily be fixed in as little as 30 minutes with nothing more than basic tools.
There is no need to remove the AC accessory belt and no reason to drain the system of
refrigerant. Step 1 Jack up the front right wheel and securely rest the vehicle on jack stands,
then remove the wheel. Step 2 Using the T25 Torx driver, remove the screws which hold the
wheel well liner in place and remove the liner from the vehicle. Measure the current gap between
the clutch and the pulley. Factory gap clearance should be about 0. If the gap is any larger, then
it is time to replace or remove the spacer shims. Step 4 Align your puller tool over the
compressor clutch, insert the M5 screws a few threads onto the clutch, then use the puller tool
to prevent the clutch from spinning freely as you loosen and remove the center 10mm bolt. Step
5 Remove the M5 screws and puller tool, then assemble your M6 bolt with the nut and washers
near the top. Thread this bolt into the center of the compressor clutch and reposition the puller
tool over this bolt, holding it in place with the three M5 screws. The center M6 bolt is to push
against the puller tool as you tighten down the three M5 screws in sequence. This will slowly
pull the clutch away from the compressor as it pushes against the threaded M6 bolt. Step 6
Once the clutch is free, be extremely careful not to lose any of the tiny washer shims located in
the center of the clutch. Step 7 In most cases, there are two or three washer shims of various
thickness in this center hole. Remove the necessary shims to get your clutch gap back to
factory spec. It is vital that a 0. If the clutch does not have enough space to fully disengage, it
will quickly burn out the compressor. You may need to provide different sized washer shims to
get your clutch gap back into the specified range. If the clutch is significantly worn, such that
removing all the shims will not provide sufficient gap, then it may be time to replace the entire
clutch assembly. Step 8 With the replacement shims in place, hammer the clutch back onto the
pulley and repeat step 4 to re-tighten the clutch back onto the compressor. Before replacing the
wheel well liner and wheel, you may want to start the car with the AC on. Watch the clutch to
confirm it engages, then turn the AC off to confirm it can successfully disengages. Do NOT turn
the car on while the clutch is off the pulley or when any tools are attached to the clutch. This
pulley spins at a rapid rate, so please keep tools and hands away while it is ope
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rating. Michael lives in Dahlonega, GA where he works full time as manager of an accounts
receivable department. Despite a bachelors in New Media Arts, his true passion is in modifying
and maintaining the cars that he and his wife own; Volvo for life. Required Parts and Tools: Jack
and jack stands Necessary tools to remove the wheels 10mm long-socket and ratchet Gap
measurement tool or feeler gauge T25 Torx driver Rubber mallet AC clutch puller tool this can
be purchased or rented from any auto parts store Three M5 screws, 40mm in length, with
washers One M6 bolt, 50mm in length, with washer s and a nut Additional thin washer shims
may also be necessary Fixing an Intermittent AC: Step 1 Jack up the front right wheel and
securely rest the vehicle on jack stands, then remove the wheel. Step 3 Measure the current gap
between the clutch and the pulley. You should now be able to enjoy consistently cold air
conditioning for many years to come. Written by : Michael Hallock. Previous Comments.

